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9th-/10th Grade US History

Course Philosophy:
One of the most important insights that I have gained from teaching at different levels and
working with students from diverse backgrounds is that not everyone comes to my class
equipped with the same skills, learning styles, motivations, and needs. As an instructor, I
design my classes with this consideration in mind and attempt to create a learning environment
wherein students have multiple access points to the content and a reliable support system for
times when extra help and encouragement are needed. By providing opportunities to explore
personal interests and to demonstrate engagement in different ways, students can exercise a
degree of agency in the class which gives them a stake in the learning process. So that students
can engage in such learning with confidence, I know it’s important that they understand and
trust the methods of the course. I draw upon my experiences as a student and instructor to
demystify academic work by reducing it to a series of discrete tasks, pragmatic steps, and
concrete tools which students can readily follow and draw upon as circumstances dictate.
Discussions about how to approach learning, as an individual and collective endeavor, are as
important as discussions about what we are learning. Although I am specifically tasked with
teaching students about history, I see myself more as someone who trains young scholars,
cultivating habits of mind and developing skills that have a broader currency beyond the narrow
confines of a single discipline. My hope is that students leave my classes feeling that they have
had a personally meaningful and relevant experience that has put them in a better position to
pursue and realize their respective goals.

What do you need to know about this course?
Sept-Oct: Establish basic routines and expectations of the class, explain the purpose and
rationale for different assignments, and frequently review and discuss student work.
Nov-Dec: Launch the Extended Research Project (ERP) which will initially consist of a project
description and bibliography and a series of secondary and primary source research worksheets.
Jan-March: Research for ERP concludes and writing phase begins with a series of drafts and
preparation for the presentation.
April: Culmination of the ERP process with a public presentation of the student’s research
project.
May: Regular course routine with no additional projects to end the year.

Ben Owen
bowen@westsoundacademy.org

Mathematics Grades 8-12

Course Philosophy
I believe that the primary purpose of secondary mathematics is to train students to be problem solvers. Their ability to
make sense of complex problems and solve them will be a skill they will use throughout life, regardless of college or
career path. My mathematics classroom is designed to be a thinking classroom based on the research of Dr. Peter
Liljedahl at Simon Fraser University. Every day, we develop the competencies of perseverance, risk-taking,
communication, and collaboration.
In a thinking classroom, the lesson begins with a complex task. Students collaborate in random groups of two or three
to make sense of problems that are a little bit beyond their current knowledge or skill. Instead of giving answers, I ask
questions designed to keep the students thinking. As they discover patterns, algorithms, and equations, I encourage
them to share their discoveries throughout the classroom. After the students have constructed the knowledge needed
to solve the tasks, I provide the formal mathematics vocabulary and notation. Then students take individualized notes
to consolidate their learning and check their understanding outside of class. When students construct the knowledge
themselves, their learning is deeper, longer-lasting, and more meaningful.

What do you need to know about this course?
At WSA, the mathematics classes are designed to have students do most of their challenging work in class where I can
provide support. The work that students are asked to do at home is review, practice, or reflection on what was done in
class. It should not be new, unfamiliar, or extremely challenging. If your student is struggling with a math assignment at
home, they should stop and email me so that I can provide more support in the classroom.
Algebra 1 (8th grade) homework will mostly consist of skills practice on IXL. Students should aim for a SmartScore of 70
or just do their best for 30 minutes. They should not be spending more than 30 minutes per day on IXL at home. In
class, we will also be doing long-term projects that require deeper thinking and writing or reflecting.
Integrated Math (9th/10th grades) is a project-based class where students use class time to collaborate on their choice of
projects. Their homework will consist of practice and review on IXL as well as creating reports or slideshows to present
their work. The problem-solving process should be taking place in the classroom, but reflecting on their work might take
place at home.
IB Mathematics (11th/12th grades) will use Kognity in addition to IXL to check for understanding. There will be weekly
problem sets with review questions that students will be expected to do as homework. In class, students will
collaborate to solve a challenge problem in each unit. They may need to write up their solutions at home, but most of
the problem-solving should take place in class.

Forrest Kenworthy
fkenworthy@westsoundacademy@gmail.com

9th Language and Literature

Course Philosophy:
Who we consider ourselves to be deeply impacts how we interact with texts and the world around us. But it’s not a
one way street; texts of all kinds can also influence our identity. This interaction of text, identity, and culture
provides a rich area of discussion around different authors' points of view, intentions, what we consider to be our
own identity, and how that identity might filter perceptions of the world around us.

What do you need to know about this course?
We have already read “Five Quarters of the Orange” and are completing the rough drafts of essays analyzing the
book. Next we will be reading a choice of dystopian fiction: “Feed”, by M.T. Anderson, and “Genesis Girl”, by
Jennifer Bardsley. Our Key Concept while reading and analyzing these books will be Communication; specifically on
how communication can be used for clarity or manipulation, and how communication and technology interact. We
will be using Chapter 12 of Carl Sagan’s final book “The Demon-Haunted World”, “The Fine Art of Baloney
Detection”.
This structure of reading long form books as well as some complementary shorter pieces in order to create a
conversation between the texts is the goal of 9th grade Language and Literature. By the end of the year students
will be able to use multiple texts to support and inform their thesis about a text, and show those textual
connections in a well organized, thoughtful response.
The nature of this course is one of cumulative learning. We will be building on the understandings and discussions
of each class, and using the notes we take during class time and while reading text in order to develop creative,
articulate expressions of those understandings at the end of each unit.
Because of this structure, not completing an assignment on time can cause difficulties. I understand, however, that
we all have unique challenges and demands on our time, as well as unforeseen circumstances that might conflict
with the timely completion of school work. Communication is key to this process allowing me to make needed
accommodations as needed.
My goal is not to punish students for challenges that arise, but to encourage them in recognizing these deadlines,
not as arbitrary demands, but rather as a negotiation between the educational needs of our students, their
families, our teachers, and our educational goals.

Gretchen Nordleaf-Nelson
gnordleaf@westsoundacademy.org

10th English

Course Philosophy:
This is a year-long English course that prepares 10th-grade students for the International Baccalaureate Diploma
Programme. We actively explore the power of language in creating meaning in a complex, and ambiguous world. In
addition to reading and analyzing literary texts, we will concurrently examine nonliterary texts representing a range of
genres, a variety of media, and diverse perspectives. We use a workshop model in which we consider reading, produce
writing, and engage in discussions in order to develop our thinking, communication, social, research, and
self-management skills.
The most important expectation of students in my classroom is that they become empowered about their own learning.
Learning should be approached with a sense of discovery. Students should be prepared to question and hypothesize,
teach each other, and avoid simple regurgitation of information to the teacher. Every student in this class is capable of
succeeding. I expect them to put forth your best effort at all times. It is important that they grow as a reader, writer and
thinker. I expect them to behave in a scholarly manner, to do the work to the best of their ability and to approach
learning with enthusiasm and a growth mindset.
What do you need to know about this course?
I have explained to students that Formative work are the stepping stones to Summative work. All work is assessed on its
quality and its merit. If a student has a new understanding of the material with the feedback on their Summative
Assessment they can revise and resubmit and receive new feedback and a new assessment grade. They need to follow
the Resubmit Guidelines provided at the beginning of the year.
In this course, we use Google Classroom to distribute and collect digital work, so it is the first place to look to see what’s
assigned, deadlines, and feedback on assignments. We use the FACTS system to communicate the percentage of task
completion in an ongoing way.
I want to know how my student is doing in the class. Where do I look?
The best place to see how your student is doing in this course is in the Google Classroom space. Ask your student to
login, show you their recent work, and the feedback provided in their assignments. This should give you a good idea of
their work and teacher feedback and suggestions for improvement.
My student says they don't know how they’re doing in the class or they feel frustrated and confused. What should I
encourage them to do? Ask them if they have communicated with me outside of class. The communication climate is
very important when someone is frustrated or needs clarification. I understand students may not want to talk to me
during class or may feel rushed after class. So when they are venting at home, encourage them to email me to set up a
consultation. I am available to meet with students one-on-one during lunch, before school, after school or during teacher
office hours on Tuesdays. If students would like to meet with me they must make prior arrangements by emailing or
talking with the teacher.

Kiplinn Sagmiller
ksagmiller@westsoundacademy.org

Emerging Spanish
Course Philosophy:
West Sound Academy is a globally minded school centered on the creation and communication of knowledge and
ideas across geographical, cultural and linguistic borders. It is my hope as their Spanish teacher to foster an
environment of curiosity, courage and compassion so that each student may find a personal connection to the
material being studied. There is a popular Czech proverb that says, “You live a new life for every new language you
speak. If you know only one language, you live only once.” As an educator I am committed to opening the doorway
to self-discovery and aim to ignite a lifelong passion for learning through the study of a language that perhaps is
not our first language. In the unfolding view of what we see, think and feel when we hear and speak with certain
words, may we gain more sensitivity and awareness of how our words shape our worlds.

What do you need to know about this course?
Language acquisition happens in the same way as we learn the language that we are speaking now. It is important
to immerse oneself completely in the target language and to maintain interaction with that language. This can be
done in numerous ways; from watching videos, to listening to music, to reading and finally to speaking. Think
about how a baby learns to speak, they spend hundreds of hours listening to sounds before they even begin to
mimic a sound that they have heard. A baby will observe everything around it before attempting to communicate
with sound or body language, like pointing. A beginning student may be able to talk in lists, while a more advanced
student can tell you what they did yesterday. A beginning student may be able to read a page in Spanish slowly,
with help with pronunciation and an advanced student may be able to read that same page more quickly, with
fewer pauses for comprehension and less help with pronunciation. A helpful way to interact with a language
student is to practice flashcards together, or to ask them to tell you about their day in Spanish. They will see that
you also have to listen very carefully to find meaning through body language, charades, cognates or any clues that
may be given while telling the story. They will note if you tuned out because you didn’t understand or if you
developed any other methods of understanding like asking them to write a word down or to show you a picture of
what they were trying to say. When a student feels stuck, remind them of how they learn new words in English.
Remind them that language is a practice and what we use we remember. Choose a favorite song to listen to in the
car, practice saying different foods while making dinner together, read children’s picture books in Spanish, and/or
have a movie night with or without subtitles. Show your language learner how excited you are that they are
learning another language. When we are focused on what we know instead of everything we have yet to learn, the
information becomes manageable, curious and/or exciting.

Alayna Garvin
agarvin@westsoundacademy.org

Emerging French
Course Philosophy:

This world language class is very diﬀerent from a tradi onal one that focused on learning about the language. We
listen to lots of language, and with enough experience, we begin to produce language ourselves. This class uses a
teaching method called Comprehensible Input. This method priori zes the students’ gaining as much experience in
the language (input) as possible. As prepara on for the IB Diploma Programme in 11th and 12th grade, we
organize the course content into concept-based inquiry-driven units. This course is organized around the key
concepts of connec ons, communica on, and culture framed with global contexts that include: iden ty and
rela onships, orienta on in space and me, personal and cultural expression, fairness and development,
globaliza on and sustainability.

What do you need to know about this course?

Homework:
● Daily repe on and prac ce is helpful for language acquisi on. I encourage learners to ﬁnd enjoyable ways to
prac ce in addi on to the weekly listening prac ce assignments.
● Listening prac ce are assigned on Monday and due Friday with the inten on that learners spend 5 minutes
per school day with the video and repe on games in Yabla outside of class me.
This is a mixed-level class, in which progress is valued over speciﬁc outcomes. However, by the end of Year 2, we
are aiming for intermediate low proﬁciency (capable communica on). You will see assessment categories that
correspond to French-language skills in FACTS: Listening, Reading, Speaking, Wri ng, and Connec ons.
Connec ons includes reﬂec ve skills and building cultural competencies.
The engaging classroom is a space where making mistakes and failures are possible - without the consequence of
“a bad grade” - mistakes are not a nega ve reﬂec on on us as people. Therefore, in this course:
● Late work is accepted and there is no penalty (things some mes come up in our lives)
● We can always resubmit tasks or re assess our skills mul ple mes (the best, most recent performance is the
one that counts)
● The purpose of assessment is learning (Instead of asking, “what grade did I get?” ask, “what did I learn from
this?”) If a learner thinks we can be er show our learning in a diﬀerent way, propose it.
Read more in the course syllabus

Katelyn Van Antwerp
kvanantwerp@westsoundacademy.org

9/10 Chemistry
Course Philosophy:
As a high school science teacher, it is my firm belief that all parts of the world and life around us are
interconnected and should be viewed from multiple perspectives.
My goal in this course is to inspire students to see this for themselves through hands on experiments in an
immersive chemistry experience. Questions are meant to be asked, hypotheses are meant to be tested, and
experiments meant to be completed! As with many things that occur in science, there will be hiccups along the
way. If things don’t work out as planned, there is almost always an explanation that can be provided, and a new
plan be put in place!

What do you need to know about this course?
In this class students should expect to experience chemistry in a variety of ways. My classes utilize simulations
and research prior to hands on student experimentation. I believe this routine gives purpose to each experiment
in a deeper way and provides a platform for students “make mistakes” prior to working with real chemical
experiments.
Students in this course should expect to:
● Regularly work with a partner or small group to complete experiments and tasks, as well as rotate
partners over given periods of time.
● Learn to take detailed notes in a format that is consistent with learning science in an efficient manner
● Arrive on time, ready to start each class learning content prior to digging in to a laboratory experiment.
○

All slides and resources used in class will also be made available to students in Google Classroom
each night, and it is recommended with any uncertainty to refer back to those as a resource.

At the conclusion of each term, students will be given a task to complete by following procedures and
instructions. This will be in place of a final summative assessment. At the completion of the fall session, students
will perform a laboratory experiment. In the spring, students will participate in a chemistry themed science fair
with presentations to the school.
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sadams@westsoundacademy.org

Holistic Health
Course Philosophy:
Health is a required course in High School. Holistic Health is an encompassing course that embraces the need
to have these lessons and discussions in a way that is empowering to the student and is based on the
neurological development of their minds and bodies now through their late twenties. This begins with studying
effective communication skills. We will then learn more about adolescent brain development, mental health,
the effects of substance use, healthy choices, and healthy relationships. My philosophy for this course is
simple. Engage with the material and be open to the process. Through guided discussion with peers we begin
to understand that our thoughts, feelings, and struggles may be similar to those around us. We call the course
Holistic Health because it is about the Whole person, body, mind, and soul.

What do you need to know about this course?

● Engagement in class is the most important aspect of this course. There are different opportunities to show
your engagement. You don't have to raise your hand and answer questions all the time to show
engagement.

● You will have a certain amount of time at the end of class to work on the next assignment.
● If at any time you need clarification on an assignment or added time to get your assignment completed,
do not hesitate to email me or talk to me in class. There is always a solution that does not entail you being
overly stressed by the work.
● If at any point in the material you are concerned about being triggered or are actually triggered you just
have to let me know. When discussing personal subjects of this nature there may be times when the
content could bring up trauma for some people.
● There will be four different opportunities of involvement by your parents or guardians. These take-home
assignments will help you practice the effective communication skills we are learning and begin to open a
line of communication with your parents or guardians about important topics. Be prepared, but don't be
scared.

Sara Adams
sadams@westsoundacademy.org
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Design 10
Course Philosophy:
Design challenges all students to apply practical and creative thinking skills to solve problems, explore the role of
design in our world, and consider their responsibilities when making design decisions and taking action. We focus
on a holistic process rather than the end product. Students will engage with challenges as independent designers
and as a team through the design process. Students will engage with tools and systems that are accessible and
functional to assist in the process. They will have opportunities to explore what tools work best for them based on
the challenge as tools and systems are constantly changing in the design process while design thinking remains
constant.

What do you need to know about this course?
●

Students who maintain the philosophy of process over product and engagement with empathy will find the
success they are looking for in this course.

●

The design process is best developed when true collaboration exists.

●

Ideally, the work done for this course is done in class and does not require time outside of class as a practice.

●

Communication with the instructor, self-evaluation, and reflection will be the standards by which each
assignment will be assessed. This assessment criterion supports the process over product philosophy.

Sara Adams
sadams@westsoundacademy.org

Visual Arts Elective
Course Philosophy:
Engaging in Visual Arts at West Sound means that students come to class open to learning new skills as artists
and looking for opportunities to creatively express their ideas and intentions.
In this elective class, we learn more about the exploration of art. Students are given the opportunity to explore
specific artworks while continuing to develop skills and experiencing new media options. When students are
given the time and space to create freely, they become more resilient in taking risks and creatively boldly with
their artwork. This class is about process & reflection first, and then we celebrate the product.
Ending a piece of artwork is a time of showcasing and reflection. What do I love about my work? What do I
wish I had focused on more? What do I want to remember to apply to future artworks? In this reflection
process, we grow in confidence as artists.

What do you need to know about this course?
●

Engagement in the process of making art is the key to success in this course. We focus on the process and
not the product.

●

You will always have a certain amount of time for each artwork, and everyone works at their own pace.

●

Every artwork process will have a self-evaluation Rubric that you will turn in with your finished piece.

●

Not everyone is a naturally gifted artist, but everyone can grow and learn in the skill of creating art and
being proud of what they have learned.

Paul Burback
pburback@westsoundacademy.org

6th through 12th Grade Music

Course Philosophy:
The music program at West Sound Academy is designed to encourage all of the WSA students to explore their
creativity and passion for playing music. The class provides a space for them to collaborate with their peers in an
environment that truly celebrates their personal and shared interests in music. This primarily student driven approach
to music education has successfully allowed our students to build a culture of inclusivity and shared joy within our
community. There is nothing more rewarding for me as a teacher than to see my students take ownership of their
learning and for them to realize their full potential from a place of individual authenticity and inspiration.

What do you need to know about this course?
Class activities include:
●
●
●
●
●

Playing music as an ensemble that will ultimately culminate in a class performance.
Studying the art of recording audio as well as creating original electronic based music using a shared digital audio
workstation called Soundtrap.
Individual study on the instrument(s) of their choosing.
Learning about music theory in ways that are relevant to their interests and the music they are currently
learning.
Exploring various genres of music in the interest of broadening our collective understanding of music history as
well as how music and culture are celebrated around the world.

The instruments available to the students in class (primarily) are keyboard, piano, guitar, bass, ukulele, mandolin and
drums/percussion. These are the instruments that I can teach the students how to play, or guide them through
further study if they already have an intermediate to advanced understanding of the instrument. If a student already
plays another instrument that is not on that list, for example: trumpet or violin, and the student is receiving outside
instruction on that instrument then they are still encouraged to play these instruments in the class ensemble. In this
case, they will need to provide their own instruments. Students are encouraged to bring their own instruments if they
prefer that, but there will be school instruments available to students that either have not acquired their own
instrument or are not able to comfortably transport their instrument to the school. The shared digital software
(Soundtrap) that we use in class is available to all of the WSA students.

Joe
jadams@westsoundacademy.org

Ultimate Frisbee

Course Philosophy:
Ultimate's 'Spirit of the Game' philosophy can have a real and profound impact on its players. Not just on the field
but away from the game as well. Our class promotes and reinforces the following interpersonal skills:
Personal responsibility, Communication, Conflict Resolution, Self and Mutual Respect, and Self Confidence.
Highly competitive play is encouraged but not at the expense of mutual respect of competitors, adherence to the
agreed-upon rules, or the basic joy of play.

What do you need to know about this course?
●

Come prepared- Water bottle, clothes you can run in, shoes you can run in

●

We play in any weather except severe winds or electrical storms

●

Come with the willingness to learn under the Spirit of the Game and the joy to play

